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Have long set a unique precedent 
Of people of different tongues
Living and working together creatively. 

Nothing of the sort is found 
anywhere else on the globe!
Differences between people wear off
On contact with the icy nature
of the polar zones,
Like iceberg edges
are worn away
By winds and water.

The Antarctica pavilion in venice
Will accumulate and present
Approaches, strategies and talents
That demonstrate a capacity for
Civilised interactions
With space
And one another.
We count on the possibility of
Obtaining the status of an official pavilion 
Of the oldest biennale of venice
And jointly working out a way of 
Presenting the continent
where 45 nations
Are capable of living and working
In concert.     

One hundred and ninety-four years ago
explorers on the decks of the Mirny and the vostok
of Bellingshausen’ and Lazarev’s expedition
Saw the snow-white Antarctic land,
And the artist Pavel Mikhailov made 
The first drawings of the coastline.
And art thus came
to those latitudes.

The number of artefacts found
In the many decades of exploration
Of the fifth continent
Makes it possible to speak
Of a New Cultural Landscape 
Linked with the unique
Natural Landscape.
I suggest we continue to explore them together.

Our vessel will then move on and, renewed,
Make an appearance at a new place.
Our ships will become laboratories
For artworks to be made and transported. 

These centres of creativity,
Communication and debate
Will sail, skirting icebergs, islands and capes,
And encourage an artistic attitude
With fairytale landscapes.
A topsy-turvy Biennale! 
An upside-down Biennale, 
Mobile in mobile. 
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Blood ties connect Antarctica and venice:
If Antarctica melts,
venice will sink.
Apparently, that’s what makes them 
So much alike.
Both have indented coastlines
And numerous islands
And what pleases the eye. 

Of course, if you look from Marcello Palazzo altana, 
The liners skirting the horizon,
Leaving the marina
And drifting towards the Malamocco,
Are veritable icebergs,
And the little silhouettes of huddled penguin-like passengers
Rejoice and shout, 
especially when passing San Marco.
Who knows, perhaps, if the earth’s axis shifts again,
venice won’t sink, but hide under the ice like Plato’s Atlantis, 
Its beauty conserved for the future generations.
Or take the Giardini, change the green for the white, 
and there you have the national pavilions as representative polar stations.
Only in summer though; in winter everything stands still, conserved. 
Then expeditions change, together with the commissars, curators and artists,
and studies resume.

The biennale presents the disparity of nations:
The territories are separated and competing.
Meanwhile, in accordance with the 1959 treaty,
The principles of interaction
And life in Antarctica




